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Life Disrupted
Citing a high percentage of Americans who live with chronic illness, an urgent call
to action draws on scientific research and patient narratives to explore the role of
social medial in medical advocacy, arguing that we must change attitudes about
the link between health and lifestyle and provide appropriate and compassionate
treatments. By the award-winning author of Life Disrupted. 25,000 first printing.

Playing Sick?
One day Raymond Francis, a chemist and a graduate of MIT, found himself in a
hospital, battling for his life. The diagnosis: acute chemical hepatitis, chronic
fatigue, multiple chemical sensitivities, and several autoimmune syndromes,
causing him to suffer fatigue, dizziness, impaired memory, heart palpitations,
diarrhea, numbness, seizures and numerous other ailments. Knowing death was
imminent unless he took action, Francis decided to research solutions for his
disease himself. His findings and eventual recovery led him to conclude that
almost all disease can be both prevented and reversed. In Never Be Sick Again,
Francis presents a seminal work based on these findings — a revolutionary theory
of health and disease: there is only one disease (malfunctioning cells), only two
causes of disease (deficiency and toxicity), and six pathways to health and disease
(nutrition, toxins, psychological, physical, genetic, and medical). This remarkable
book answers the questions: What is health? What is disease? Why do people get
sick? How can disease be prevented? How can it be reversed? It will teach readers,
in one easy lesson, an entirely new way to look at health and disease — an
approach that is easy to understand, yet so powerful that they may, indeed, never
have to be sick again. Providing a basic understanding of health and disease, this
book takes the mystery out of disease. It provides readers, no matter what their
present physical condition, a holistic approach to living that will empower them to
get well — and stay well.
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Why Christians Get Sick
God is calling forth a generation that is passionate for His healing presence. To this
end, God has equipped every person with a provision for healing. This provision
was provided at the Cross and is included in God’s saving grace. God is not just
able to heal us; He is willing to heal us. This isn’t something God has yet to decide,
He has already done it when Jesus bore our sins and our sicknesses and carried our
pain at the Cross (1 Pet. 2:24; Isa. 53:4-5). Healing in the Kingdom lays a
foundation from God’s Word on His will to heal the whole person in spirit, mind and
body. Learn how to receive healing by faith, how to address the roadblocks to
healing, how to exhibit authority through the Holy Spirit, how God establishes
divine health through His healing power and how to see healing even more in this
present age. Every believer can learn to receive and minister God’s healing power
through prayer, whether we’re in the pew or on the street.

Sick Buildings
Few life occurrences shaped individual and collective identities within Victorian-era
society as critically as witnessing or suffering from illness. The prevalence of illness
narratives within late nineteenth-century popular culture was made manifest on
the period’s British and American stages, where theatrical embodiments of illness
were indisputable staples of actors’ repertoires. Playing Sick: Performances of
Illness in the Age of Victorian Medicine reconstructs how actors embodied three of
the era’s most provocative illnesses: tuberculosis, drug addiction, and mental
illness. In placing performances of illness within wider medicocultural contexts,
Meredith Conti analyzes how such depictions confirmed or resisted salient
constructions of diseases and the diseased. Conti’s case studies, which range from
Eleonora Duse’s portrayal of the consumptive courtesan Marguerite Gautier to
Henry Irving’s performance of senile dementia in King Lear, help to illuminate the
interdependence of medical science and theatre in constructing nineteenthcentury illness narratives. Through reconstructing these performances, Conti
isolates from the period’s acting practices a lexicon of embodied illness: a flexible
set of physical and vocal techniques that performers employed to theatricalize the
sick body. In an age when medical science encouraged a gradual decentering of
the patient from their own diagnosis and treatment, late nineteenth-century
performances of illness symbolically restored the sick to positions of visibility and
consequence.

Stories of Illness and Healing
A discussion of the ways in which illness is regarded pays particular attention to
fantasies that pertain to cancer

Sick and Tired of Feeling Sick and Tired
"In his diaries, the American philosopher and psychologist William James, for whom
the personal and the philosophical were never far apart, recounted how in his late
twenties he was confronted with existential despair regarding the issue of free will:
do humans have the capacity to act freely and meaningfully? James famously
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decided that his "first act of free will is to believe in free will," and declared that, "if
you can change your mind, you can change your life." This belief in the efficacy of
ideas on our practical beliefs and actions would lead to James becoming one of the
founders of the first truly distinctively American philosophy, Pragmatism. In this
book philosopher John Kaag offers an account of the life, thought, and relevance of
James's philosophy for today. He argues that his brand of pragmatism was first and
foremost a philosophy geared towards saving a life; namely, James's own, but with
important resources and lessons for saving ours as well. James believed that
philosophy was meant to articulate, and help answer, a single existential question,
one which lent itself to the title of one of his most famous essays: "Is life worth
living?" Through examination of an array of existentially loaded topics covered in
his works-truth, God, evil, suffering, death, and the meaning of life-James
concluded that it is up to us to make life worth living. He said that our beliefs, the
truths that guide our lives, matter-their value and veracity turn on the way they
play out practically for ourselves and our communities. For James, philosophy was
about making life meaningful, and for some of us, liveable. This is the core of his
"pragmatic maxim," that truth should be judged on the bases of its practical
consequences. Kaag shows how James put this maxim into use in his philosophy
and his life and how we can do so in our own. In his perhaps most famous and
enduring work, The Varieties of Religious Experience, James devoted two chapters
to exploring what he saw as two distinct types of personality, "the sick-souled" and
"the healthy-minded." James himself, as Kaag shows, tended more toward the sicksouled side of the spectrum. But both types fascinated James and he thought both
provided important sources for understanding not just religious experience, but for
how we can think about our own orientation to the world and perhaps reorient
ourselves in the process"--

Notes from the Sick Room
The next time you get sick, consider this before picking up the aspirin: your body
may be doing exactly what it's supposed to. In this ground-breaking book, two
pioneers of the science of Darwinian medicine argue that illness as well as the
factors that predispose us toward it are subject to the same laws of natural
selection that otherwise make our bodies such miracles of design. Among the
concerns they raise: When may a fever be beneficial? Why do pregnant women get
morning sickness? How do certain viruses "manipulate" their hosts into infecting
others? What evolutionary factors may be responsible for depression and panic
disorder? Deftly summarizing research on disorders ranging from allergies to
Alzheimer's, and form cancer to Huntington's chorea, Why We Get Sick, answers
these questions and more. The result is a book that will revolutionize our attitudes
toward illness and will intrigue and instruct lay person and medical practitioners
alike. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Healing in the Kingdom
This life-affirming, instructive, and thoroughly inspiring book is a must-read for
anyone who is - or who might one day be - sick. It can also be the perfect gift of
guidance, encouragement, and uplifting inspiration to family, friends, and loved
ones struggling with the many terrifying or disheartening life changes that come so
close on the heels of a diagnosis of a chronic condition or life-threatening illness.
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Authentic and graceful, How to be Sick reminds us of our endless inner freedom,
even under high degrees of suffering and pain. The author - who became ill while a
university law professor in the prime of her career - tells the reader how she got
sick and, to her and her partner's bewilderment, stayed that way. Toni had been a
longtime meditator, going on long meditation retreats and spending many hours
rigorously practicing, but soon discovered that she simply could no longer engage
in those difficult and taxing forms. She had to learn ways to make "being sick" the
heart of her spiritual practice - and through truly learning how to be sick, she
learned how, even with many physical and energetic limitations, to live a life of
equanimity, compassion, and joy. And whether we ourselves are ill or not, we can
learn these vital arts from Bernhard's generous wisdom in How to Be Sick.

Ion Channels in Health and Sickness
From debut children's author Vanessa Bayer and illustrator Rosie Butcher, How Do
You Care for a Very Sick Bear? is a sweet picture book with advice for
children—and adults—for dealing with a sick friend. You and your friend Bear are
an excellent pair. But if your friend gets sick, And can’t do all the things that you
two love to do You may wonder--how do you care for a very sick Bear? When
someone dear is dealing with illness, it's difficult to know what to do or say. The
actor Vanessa Bayer experienced this firsthand when she was treated for childhood
leukemia. In her first children's book, she offers gentle, reassuring advice that
people of all ages will appreciate.

Sick Simon
Man is spirit. But what is spirit? Spirit is the self. But what is the self? The self is a
relation which relates itself to its own self, or it is that in the relation [which
accounts for it] that the relation relates itself to its own self; the self is not the
relation but [consists in the fact] that the relation relates itself to its own self. Man
is a synthesis of the infinite and the finite, of the temporal and the eternal, of
freedom and necessity; in short, it is a synthesis.

You Don't Look Sick!
Surviving Hypoxia: Mechanisms of Control and Adaptation is a synthesis of findings
and thoughts concerning hypoxia. The thermodynamics of hypoxia are discussed in
detail, including acid-base balance and self-pollution resulting from the
accumulation of anaerobic end-products. The book focuses on descriptions and
discussions of common facets, contrasting solutions in a variety of physiological
hypoxia defense strategies, including those shown by plants, invertebrates, and
vertebrates. Special treatment is given to the distinctive problems that hypoxia
presents to vulnerable organs such as the kidney, liver, and brain. It also addresses
pathological events in addition to protective mechanisms. Clinical implications of
basic research are examined in the book, which provides new insights into
underlying pathological processes occuring in hypoxic-induced organ failure and
indicates new paths for successful clinical intervention. Surviving Hypoxia:
Mechanisms of Control and Adaptation is an excellent reference for all researchers
interested in the physiological effects of hypoxia, underlying pathological events,
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and protective mechanisms.

Why We Get Sick
Ion channels are proteins that make pores in the membranes of excitable cells
present both in the brain and the body. These cells are not only responsible for
converting chemical and mechanical stimuli into the electrical signals but are also
liable for monitoring vital functions. All our activities, from the blinking of our eyes
to the beating of our heart and all our senses from smell to sight, touch, taste and
hearing are regulated by the ion channels. This book will take us on an expedition
describing the role of ion channels in congenital and acquired diseases and the
challenges and limitations scientist are facing in the development of drugs
targeting these membrane proteins.

Being Well (Even When You're Sick)
Boston Globe's 25 Books We Can't Wait to Read in 2018 Buzzfeed's 33 Most
Exciting New Books Bustle’s 28 Most Anticipated Nonfiction Books of 2018 list
Nylon’s 50 Books We Can’t Wait to Read in 2018 Electric Literature’s 46 Books to
Read By Women of Color in 2018 Huffington Post’s 60 Books We Can’t Wait to
Read in 2018 Bitch’s 30 Most Anticipated Nonfiction Books of 2018 The Rumpus’s
What to Read When 2018 is Just Around the Corner Vol.1 Brooklyn’s 23 for 2018: A
Literary Preview for the Year to Come The Millions Most Anticipated 2018 List Auto
Straddle Most Anticipated 2018 Preview The Coil's Books We Can't Wait to Read in
2018 A powerful, beautifully rendered memoir of chronic illness, misdiagnosis,
addiction, and the myth of full recovery. For as long as author Porochista Khakpour
can remember, she has been sick. For most of that time, she didn't know why.
Several drug addictions, some major hospitalizations, and over $100,000 later, she
finally had a diagnosis: late-stage Lyme disease. Sick is Khakpour's grueling,
emotional journey—as a woman, an Iranian-American, a writer, and a lifelong
sufferer of undiagnosed health problems—in which she examines her subsequent
struggles with mental illness and her addiction to doctor prescribed
benzodiazepines, that both aided and eroded her ever-deteriorating physical
health. Divided by settings, Khakpour guides the reader through her illness by way
of the locations that changed her course—New York, LA, Santa Fe, and a college
town in Germany—as she meditates on the physiological and psychological
impacts of uncertainty, and the eventual challenge of accepting the diagnosis she
had searched for over the course of her adult life. A story of survival, pain, and
transformation, Sick candidly examines the colossal impact of illness on one
woman's life by not just highlighting the failures of a broken medical system but by
also boldly challenging our concept of illness narratives.

Sick Things
In this groundbreaking work, Susan L. Burns examines the history of leprosy in
Japan from medieval times until the present. At the center of Kingdom of the Sick
is the rise of Japan’s system of national leprosy sanitaria, which today continue to
house more than 1,500 former patients, many of whom have spent five or more
decades within them. Burns argues that long before the modern Japanese
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government began to define a policy toward leprosy, the disease was already
profoundly marked by ethical and political concerns and associated with sin,
pollution, heredity, and outcast status. Beginning in the 1870s, new anxieties
about race and civilization that emanated from a variety of civic actors, including
journalists, doctors, patent medicine producers, and Christian missionaries
transformed leprosy into a national issue. After 1900, a clamor of voices called for
the quarantine of all sufferers of the disease, and in the decades that followed
bureaucrats, politicians, physicians, journalists, local communities, and leprosy
sufferers themselves grappled with the place of the biologically vulnerable within
the body politic. At stake in this “citizenship project” were still evolving
conceptions of individual rights, government responsibility for social welfare, and
the delicate balance between care and control. Refusing to treat leprosy patients
as simply victims of state power, Burns recovers their voices in the debates that
surrounded the most controversial aspects of sanitarium policy, including the use
of sterilization, segregation, and the continuation of confinement long after leprosy
had become a curable disease. Richly documented with both visual and textual
sources and interweaving medical, political, social, and cultural history, Kingdom of
the Sick tells an important story for readers interested in Japan, the history of
medicine and public health, social welfare, gender and sexuality, and human
rights.

In the Kingdom of the Sick
Draws on findings in a range of scientific disciplines to demonstrate how chronic
fear in early childhood can be linked to common adult health issues, sharing
illuminating case studies to reveal how compromises to an overworked fight-orflight system have the potential to trigger such disorders as obesity, depression
and addiction.

Scared Sick
How to Heal the Sick, Cast Out Demons, Raise the Dead--and More! The Bible says
that if you belong to Jesus, you have the power to: · heal the sick · cast out demons
· bring deliverance to those trapped in spiritual darkness · prophesy in his name ·
call forth creative miracles · receive supernatural words of wisdom and knowledge ·
even raise the dead So why do so many Christians live powerless lives? Why do
they operate with so little faith? Having gone through his own journey from doubt
to belief, Chicagoland pastor Robby Dawkins now ministers and speaks
internationally, and where he goes, miracles happen. In these pages he shares
incredible stories of God using ordinary people to do the impossible. And he shows
that, when you begin to have faith in the power of God, take him at his Word, and
understand his love for you, you will see his power released in healings, financial
blessings, and miracles of all kinds.

The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the
Sacraments, Together with the Psalter
Notes from the Sick Room is an investigation into the connections between
physical illness and creativity. Although there are a number of books investigating
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mental illness and creativity, there are very few that concentrate on physical
illness - cancer, HIV, tuberculosis and disabilities caused by accidents. Incapacity
provides time for contemplation and creativity yet pain and discomfort detract
from inspiration. Serious illness confronts the individual with the reality of death,
the complacency of being is jolted by the shock of non-being. Does one record
these incidences or ignore "art" in order to survive?

How Do You Care for a Very Sick Bear?
The Sick Rose is a beautifully gruesome and strangely fascinating visual tour
through disease in an age before colour photography. This stunning volume,
combining detailed illustrations of afflicted patients from some of the world's rarest
medical books, forms an unforgettable and profoundly human reminder of
mankind's struggle with disease. Incorporating historic maps, pioneering charts
and contemporary case notes, Richard Barnett's evocative overview reveals the
fears and obsessions of an era gripped by epidemics.

Do Greater Things
The United States is among the wealthiest nations in the world, but it is far from
the healthiest. Although life expectancy and survival rates in the United States
have improved dramatically over the past century, Americans live shorter lives and
experience more injuries and illnesses than people in other high-income countries.
The U.S. health disadvantage cannot be attributed solely to the adverse health
status of racial or ethnic minorities or poor people: even highly advantaged
Americans are in worse health than their counterparts in other, "peer" countries. In
light of the new and growing evidence about the U.S. health disadvantage, the
National Institutes of Health asked the National Research Council (NRC) and the
Institute of Medicine (IOM) to convene a panel of experts to study the issue. The
Panel on Understanding Cross-National Health Differences Among High-Income
Countries examined whether the U.S. health disadvantage exists across the life
span, considered potential explanations, and assessed the larger implications of
the findings. U.S. Health in International Perspective presents detailed evidence on
the issue, explores the possible explanations for the shorter and less healthy lives
of Americans than those of people in comparable countries, and recommends
actions by both government and nongovernment agencies and organizations to
address the U.S. health disadvantage.

Surviving Hypoxia
Illness as Metaphor
Comet Press presents the ultimate collection of extreme creature horror with 17
deviant and gore-soaked stories featuring demons, cannibals, mutants, golems,
werewolves, and many more vile creatures. Brace yourself for a wild and bestial
ride in these disturbing tales of Sick Things. FANGORIA MAGAZINE REVIEW "Cover
every orifice. Comet Press' new collection SICK THINGS: AN ANTHOLOGY OF
EXTREME CREATURE HORROR is making a beeline for the soft contents of your
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body—and it doesn't care one bit where it makes its grand entrance, orbital
sockets or otherwise. Rest assured this violation will be painful, given the tight
confinements of our fallible frames of flesh—but anything less than a full-on assrape would probably seem insufficient in the eyes of editrix Cheryl Mullenax. Read
on at your own stomach's peril." FATALLY YOURS REVIEW "If you are an extreme
fan of horror looking for the ultimate in disgusting, vile and disturbing fiction, Sick
Things: An Anthology of Extreme Creature Horror is a must-read…just make sure
you have your barf bag handy!" TOXIC GRAVEYARD REVIEW "Recently I’ve
discovered the awesomeness that is Comet Press. There is a myriad of small press
horror publishers out there, and more seem to be popping up all the time. Many
times these small press companies promise “extreme” horror but often what you
get is a poorly edited book riddled with grammatical and spelling errors with
mediocre unknowns sandwiched between old stories from established authors.
Thank goodness for Comet Press. I’ve reviewed their previous releases Vile Things
and The Death Panel and loved em both. The bar was set high for Sick Things, and
it soared over it on cloven hoof."

U.S. Health in International Perspective
With a diagnosis of colon cancer, George Malkmus launched an intensive biblical
and scientific search to find out why he, a Christian, got sick—and to possibly find
an alternative treatment to the medical profession's usually unsuccessful ones.
Why Christians Get Sick by George Malkmus, is the most important book Christians
can read, after the Bible. It delves into the questions of why we get sick, and
provides the Biblical answers. With more than 150 Bible verses, this book clearly
shows how we can avoid sickness and disease and experience superior health
through a natural diet and lifestyle. People the world over have been transformed
by the truth of the teachings found in this book.

Kingdom of the Sick
The essay seeks to establish illness as a serious subject of literature along the lines
of love, jealousy and battle. Woolf writes, "Considering how common illness is, how
tremendous the spiritual change that it brings, how astonishing, when the lights of
health go down, the undiscovered countries that are then disclosed, what wastes
and deserts of the soul a slight attack of influenza brings to lightit becomes
strange indeed that illness has not taken its place with love, battle, and jealousy
among the prime themes of literature." Adeline Virginia Woolf (25 January 1882 –
28 March 1941) was an English writer, and one of the foremost modernists of the
twentieth century. During the interwar period, Woolf was a significant figure in
London literary society and a central figure in the influential Bloomsbury Group of
intellectuals.

How to Be Sick
Mindfulness is a quality of attention that combines full awareness with acceptance
of each moment, just as it is. This book presents simple mindfulness-based stress
reduction techniques and insights for people with cancer and other serious
illnesses. The message is that it is possible to be well and to feel at ease even
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when one is sick. The book provides guidance readers can use throughout
treatment and beyond to reduce stress and to cultivate a sense of courage,
appreciation of life as it is, and even happiness. The author, a psychotherapist,
cancer survivor, and longtime teacher of mindfulness techniques, writes with
compassion and wisdom, and has created a book that will be a practical
companion for anyone coping with the emotional challenges of dealing with cancer
or other serious illness. Includes a downloadable companion 60-minute audio
program with five simple mindfulness practices.

Sick Little Monkeys: The Unauthorized Ren & Stimpy Story
Chronicles one person's true life story of illness and her physicians compassionate
commentary as they journey through the four stages of chronic illness; Getting
Sick, Being Sick, Grief and Acceptance and Living Well. Designed for people at all
stages of the chronic illness journey, this book is also illuminating for caregivers
and loved ones.

Pain Woman Takes Your Keys, and Other Essays from a
Nervous System
Are germs gross, or great? Sick Simon learns how to be health-conscious during
cold and flu season in this clever picture book from the author-illustrator of The
Great Lollipop Caper. Simon is going to have the best week ever. Who cares if he
has a cold? He goes to school anyway, and sneezes everywhere, and coughs on
everyone, and touches everything. Germs call him a hero! Everyone else calls
him…Sick Simon. When will it end? How far will he go? Will the germs take over, or
can Sick Simon learn to change his ways?

Sick
Rate your pain on a scale of one to ten. What about on a scale of spicy to citrus? Is
it more like a lava lamp or a mosaic? Pain, though a universal element of human
experience, is dimly understood and sometimes barely managed. Pain Woman
Takes Your Keys, and Other Essays from a Nervous System is a collection of
literary and experimental essays about living with chronic pain. Sonya Huber
moves away from a linear narrative to step through the doorway into pain itself,
into that strange, unbounded reality. Although the essays are personal in nature,
this collection is not a record of the author's specific condition but an exploration
that transcends pain's airless and constraining world and focuses on its edges from
wild and widely ranging angles. Huber addresses the nature and experience of
invisible disability, including the challenges of gender bias in our health care
system, the search for effective treatment options, and the difficulty of articulating
chronic pain. She makes pain a lens of inquiry and lyricism, finds its humor and
complexity, describes its irascible character, and explores its temperature, taste,
and even its beauty.

Playing Sick
Draws on scientific research and patient narratives to explore the role of social
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media in medical advocacy, arguing that society must change attitudes about the
link between health and lifestyle and provide appropriate and compassionate
treatments.

Never Be Sick Again
A scientist reveals the groundbreaking evidence linking many major diseases,
including cancer, diabetes, and Alzheimer’s disease, to a common root
cause—insulin resistance—and shares an easy, effective plan to reverse and
prevent it. We are sick. Around the world, we struggle with diseases that were once
considered rare. Cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and diabetes affect
millions each year; many people are also struggling with hypertension, weight
gain, fatty liver, dementia, low testosterone, menstrual irregularities and infertility,
and more. We treat the symptoms, not realizing that all of these diseases and
disorders have something in common. Each of them is caused or made worse by a
condition known as insulin resistance. And you might have it. Odds are you
do—over half of all adults in the United States are insulin resistant, with most other
countries either worse or not far behind. In Why We Get Sick, internationally
renowned scientist and pathophysiology professor Benjamin Bikman explores why
insulin resistance has become so prevalent and why it matters. Unless we
recognize it and take steps to reverse the trend, major chronic diseases will be
even more widespread. But reversing insulin resistance is possible, and Bikman
offers an evidence-based plan to stop and prevent it, with helpful food lists, meal
suggestions, easy exercise principles, and more. Full of surprising research and
practical advice, Why We Get Sick will help you to take control of your health.

Why We Get Sick
A guide to coping with chronic illness teaches readers how to become aware of the
attitude they have toward their illnesses and shows how they can communicate
with themselves, their doctors, and their loved ones in ways that meet their needs.
Original.

Sick Souls, Healthy Minds
This book is a comprehensive examination of the phenomenon of poor indoor air
quality (IAQ) characterized as sick or problem buildings. Significant emphasis is
given to defining the nature of the problem, the various potential causal and risk
factors, problem building diagnostic protocols and contaminant measurements,
and the mitigation of IAQ problems, including case histories. The book features a
discussion on the potential causal factors studied extensively in Europe and
recognized in North America as well.

In the Kingdom of the Sick
A National Bestseller, a New York Times Notable Book, and an Entertainment
Weekly Best Book of the Year From Steven Johnson, the dynamic thinker routinely
compared to James Gleick, Dava Sobel, and Malcolm Gladwell, The Ghost Map is a
riveting page-turner about a real-life historical hero, Dr. John Snow. It's the summer
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of 1854, and London is just emerging as one of the first modern cities in the world.
But lacking the infrastructure -- garbage removal, clean water, sewers -- necessary
to support its rapidly expanding population, the city has become the perfect
breeding ground for a terrifying disease no one knows how to cure. As the cholera
outbreak takes hold, a physician and a local curate are spurred to action-and
ultimately solve the most pressing medical riddle of their time. In a triumph of
multidisciplinary thinking, Johnson illuminates the intertwined histories and
interconnectedness of the spread of disease, contagion theory, the rise of cities,
and the nature of scientific inquiry, offering both a riveting history and a powerful
explanation of how it has shaped the world we live in.

The Enemy
To his many fans, the name Shapiro scrawled sideways in the last panel is a sure
sign of something darkly funny or just plain dark. Typical denizens of Shapiro's
simply drawn, creepy demimonde include Buttons the Helper Monkey, cursed with
a grim task; "silly"-livered Otto, who drinks to forget his small size; and one-legged
Ethel, who finds disquieting uses for her stump. Mike Shapiro's work is syndicated
in Bizarre, Gallery, and Phoenix New Times. This collection of cartoons by a master
of off-color wit features illustrations throughout.

A Monster Calls
NOW A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! An unflinching, darkly funny, and deeply
moving story of a boy, his seriously ill mother, and an unexpected monstrous
visitor. At seven minutes past midnight, thirteen-year-old Conor wakes to find a
monster outside his bedroom window. But it isn’t the monster Conor’s been
expecting-- he’s been expecting the one from his nightmare, the nightmare he’s
had nearly every night since his mother started her treatments. The monster in his
backyard is different. It’s ancient. And wild. And it wants something from Conor.
Something terrible and dangerous. It wants the truth. From the final idea of awardwinning author Siobhan Dowd-- whose premature death from cancer prevented her
from writing it herself-- Patrick Ness has spun a haunting and darkly funny novel of
mischief, loss, and monsters both real and imagined.

The Book of Sick
Taken from bizarre cases of real patients, Playing Sick? is the first book to chronicle
the devastating impact of phony illnesses--factitious disorders and Munchausen
syndrome--on patients and caregivers alike. Based on years of research and
clinical practice, Playing Sick? provides the clues that can help practitioners and
family members recognize these disorders, avoid invasive procedures, and sort out
the motives that drive people to hurt themselves and deceive others. With insight
and years of hands-on experience, Feldman shows how to get these emotionally ill
patients the psychiatric help they need.

The Ghost Map
Twenty-seven-year-old Laurie Edwards is one of 125 million Americans who have a
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chronic illness, in her case a rare genetic respiratory disease. Because of medical
advances in the treatment of serious childhood diseases, 600,000 chronically ill
teens enter adulthood every year who decades ago would not have survived-they
and people diagnosed in adulthood face the same challenges of college, career,
and starting a family as others in their twenties and thirties, but with the added
circumstance of having chronic illness. Life Disrupted is a personal and unflinching
guide to living well with a chronic illness: managing your own health care without
letting it take over your life, dealing with difficult doctors and frequent
hospitalizations, having a productive and satisfying career that accommodates
your health needs, and nurturing friendships and a loving, committed relationship
regardless of recurring health problems. Laurie Edwards also addresses the
particular needs of people who have more than one chronic illness or who are
among the twenty-five million Americans with a rare disorder. She shares her own
story and the experiences of others with chronic illness, as well as advice from life
coaches, employment specialists, and health professionals. Reading Life Disrupted
is like having a best friend and mentor who truly does know what you're going
through.

ON BEING ILL
Since it was first published in 1995, The Wounded Storyteller has occupied a
unique place in the body of work on illness. Both the collective portrait of a socalled “remission society” of those who suffer from some type of illness or
disability and a cogent analysis of their stories within a larger framework of
narrative theory, Arthur W. Frank’s book has reached a large and diverse
readership including the ill, medical professionals, and scholars of literary theory.
Drawing on the work of authors such as Oliver Sacks, Anatole Broyard, Norman
Cousins, and Audre Lorde, as well as from people he met during the years he spent
among different illness groups, Frank recounts a stirring collection of illness
stories, ranging from the well-known—Gilda Radner's battle with ovarian
cancer—to the private testimonials of people with cancer, chronic fatigue
syndrome, and disabilities. Their stories are more than accounts of personal
suffering: they abound with moral choices and point to a social ethic. In this new
edition Frank adds a preface describing the personal and cultural times when the
first edition was written. His new afterword extends the book’s argument
significantly, writing about storytelling and experience, other modes of illness
narration, and a version of hope that is both realistic and aspirational. Reflecting
on both his own life during the creation of the first edition and the conclusions of
the book itself, Frank reminds us of the power of storytelling as way to
understanding our own suffering.

The Wounded Storyteller
A collection of women's illness narratives Stories of Illness and Healing is the first
collection to place the voices of women experiencing illness alongside analytical
writing from prominent scholars in the field of narrative medicine. The collection
includes a variety of women's illness narratives--poetry, essays, short fiction, short
drama, analyses, and transcribed oral testimonies--as well as traditional analytic
essays about themes and issues raised by the narratives. Stories of Illness and
Healing bridges the artificial divide between women's lives and scholarship in
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gender, health, and medicine. The authors of these narratives are diverse in age,
ethnicity, family situation, sexual orientation, and economic status. They are
doctors, patients, spouses, mothers, daughters, activists, writers, educators, and
performers. The narratives serve to acknowledge that women's illness experiences
are more than their diseases, that they encompass their entire lives. The pages of
this book echo with personal accounts of illness, diagnosis, and treatment. They
reflect the social constructions of women's bodies, their experiences of sexuality
and reproduction, and their roles as professional and family caregivers. Finally, and
perhaps most importantly, Stories of Illness and Healing draws the connection
between women's suffering and advocacy for women's lives.

Sickness Unto Death
In the wake of a devastating disease, everyone sixteen and older is either dead or
a decomposing, brainless creature with a ravenous appetite for flesh. Teens have
barricaded themselves in buildings throughout London and venture outside only
when they need to scavenge for food. The group of kids living a Waitrose
supermarket is beginning to run out of options. When a mysterious traveler arrives
and offers them safe haven at Buckingham Palace, they begin a harrowing journey
across London. But their fight is far from over???the threat from within the palace
is as real as the one outside it. Full of unexpected twists and quick-thinking heroes,
The Enemy is a fast-paced, white-knuckle tale of survival in the face of
unimaginable horror.

The Sick Rose
The all-time greatest TV cartoon's psychotic saga! In the 1990s animation boom,
The Ren & Stimpy Show stood supreme. Animation's most talented and disturbed
artists created an entity for the Nickelodeon cable network that pulled the art form
out of a 25-year rut. The world has never been quite the same since, and we're
eternally grateful! Now you too can join the rollercoaster ride that is the
fascinating, insane real-life story of art, money, and ego that gave birth to Ren
Höek and Stimpson J. Cat. History Eraser Buttons need not apply. No stone has
been unturned, no magic nose goblin unpicked, in this extensively detailed history
of the show that defined a generation and changed an entire medium. Fully revised
and bursting with new information, interviews, and illustrations, it's everything you
wanted to know about Ren & Stimpy—but were afraid to ask! "A compelling
cautionary tale of rags to riches success in Hollywood. Thad Komorowski's book
documents the entire story behind Nickelodeon's first cartoon hit, The Ren &
Stimpy Show, utilizing extensive interviews with the program's key players,
justifying the show's important role in the recent history of animation. A great
read." — Jerry Beck, animation historian and author, proprietor of
CartoonResearch.com "Animation is a collaborative art form. When inspiration and
enthusiasm are ignited among a group of gifted men and women, the results
redefine the medium and hold audiences enthralled. In Sick Little Monkeys, Thad
Komorowski explores the genesis of Nickelodeon's groundbreaking Ren & Stimpy
Show and details how the talents, passions, and united vision of a once in a
lifetime gathering of artists created, and ultimately ended, a cartoon classic." —
Paul Dini, animation and comic book writer, author of Dark Night: A True Batman
Story
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